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Abstract
Introduction: Stuttering is a speech fluency disorder, and may be associated with neuroaudiological factors linked to central auditory processing, including changes in auditory processing skills and temporal resolution.
Objective: To characterize the temporal processing and long-latency auditory evoked potential in stutterers and to compare them with non-stutterers.
Methods: The study included 41 right-handed subjects, aged 18–46 years, divided into two groups: stutterers (n = 20) and non-stutterers (n = 21), compared according to age, education, and sex. All subjects were submitted to the duration pattern tests, random gap detection test, and long-latency auditory evoked potential.
Results: Individuals who stutter showed poorer performance on Duration Pattern and Random Gap Detection tests when compared with fluent individuals. In the long-latency auditory evoked potential, there was a difference in the latency of N2 and P3 components; stutterers had higher latency values.
Conclusion: Stutterers have poor performance in temporal processing and higher latency values for N2 and P3 components.
© 2017 Associação Brasileira de Otorrinolaringologia e Cirurgia Cérvico-Facial. Published by Elsevier Editora Ltda. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
Introduction

Individuals with speech and language disorders may exhibit changes in the processing of information received through the sense of hearing. Studies have shown that there is a correlation between the processing of auditory information, visual pathways, and expressive language difficulty, which can affect speech fluency and be characterized as stuttering.1-3

Stuttering is known as a break in the flow of speech, a multifactorial disorder in which biological, psychological, and social aspects are correlated in a complex manner.1 Changes in perception or auditory information processing are among the biological aspects.2,4-6

The processing of auditory information is related to the temporality of the sounds, rhythm, and prosody, aspects in which stutterers may show changes.1 Particularly when the degree of dysfluency is severe, the processing abnormalities in these areas have been proposed as the immediate cause of stuttering, since temporal auditory processing is critical for speech perception and closely related to the spoken language processing.1,7,8 Therefore, it is necessary to evaluate the neuroaudiological processes of this population, which can be performed through auditory behavioral tests and auditory evoked potentials.

Auditory temporal processing refers to an individual’s ability to detect changes in temporal features of sounds, such as duration, intensity, frequency, and pauses between stimuli.9 There are several procedures available to evaluate the temporal processing aurally, such as the tests of frequency pattern and duration with pure tone10-12 and musical tone.13 The discrimination of pauses between stimuli can be evaluated with the with the Random Gap Detection Test (RGDT).14

In a study of children with developmental stuttering that evaluated the temporal patterns (frequency and duration aspects), it was found that stuttering children had worse performance and greater number of changes compared to their non-stuttering peers.1 Some authors have studied the temporal resolution and observed worse performance in stutterers.15,16

One of the electrophysiological procedures available to evaluate the aspects related to attention, memory, and auditory discrimination17 is the long-latency auditory evoked potential (LLAEP). Studies that investigated stuttering and the LLAEP have reported differences in P3 amplitudes, with stutterers showing a lower amplitude.4,18 In another study, there was no difference in latencies and amplitudes of P3 between stutterers and non-stutterers.19

Recent national studies showed no differences in P300 latencies when comparing stutterers and non-stutterers.5,6

Given these findings in the literature, it is evident that there are links between the auditory ability of temporal processing and the occurrence of stuttering. However, there is still no consensus on the way through which the skills of temporal processing, long-latency auditory evoked potentials, and manifestation of stuttering correlate. One hypothesis for the lack of consensus in the literature would be the heterogeneity of stutterers groups in each study. Moreover, as stuttering is a multifactorial disorder with biological, psychosocial, and environmental influences, such factors can also lead to inconclusive results, requiring more studies to increase the knowledge about these relationships.

Thus, the aim of this study was to characterize temporal processing and long-latency auditory evoked potential in stutterers and compare with non-stutterers.

Methods

The study design was approved by the Research Ethics Committee under the No. 26574/2012. A cross-sectional and observational study was performed; the sample of
stutterers was selected at an evaluation and diagnostic audiology service from a school hospital, and the sample of non-stutterers, consisting of volunteers, was selected by convenience, matching the stutterers regarding age, education, and sex.

For participation in this study, the following inclusion criteria were established: right-hand preference, ages between 18 and 55 years, auditory thresholds within normal limits (with thresholds of up to 25 dB HL in sound frequencies of 250–258 kHz), type-A tympanometric curve and presence of contralateral pedal acoustic reflex (in sound frequencies of 500–504 kHz), and negative history of conductive hearing loss and/or neurological disorders.

Also, for the group of stutterers (GS), subjects had mild to moderate stuttering, according to the Stuttering Severity Instrument (SSI-3), and for the comparison group of non-stutterers (GNS), subjects should have no speech dysfluencies.

Behavioral assessment of temporal processing was performed with the aid of the following equipment: soundproof booth, Phillips Expanium diskman, Grason-Stadler GSI-61 audiometer and supra-aural TDH-50P earphones, Compact-Disc with Duration Pattern Test (DPT) and RGDT.

The DPT with pure tone was presented binaurally at 50 dB HL, based on the average of the auditory thresholds of 500 Hz, 1000 Hz, and 2000 Hz. Thirty sequences were presented binaurally, with six possible combinations (LCC, CCL, LCL, CLC, LCC, and CLL). Subjects were asked to name the combination presented to them. The normality criterion used was at least 83% of correct answers.

RGDT was presented binaurally at 50 dB HL, based on the average of the auditory thresholds of 500 Hz, 1000 Hz, and 2000 Hz. The test began with the presentation of a training range, with 0.5 kHz stimuli in which the inter-stimulus intervals varied from zero to 40 ms, appearing in an increasing manner, that is: 0; 2; 5; 10; 15; 20; 25; 30; and 40 ms. After successful training, subtests were initiated in frequencies of 0.5 k; 1 k; 2 k; and 4 kHz. In each frequency, sequences of 11 stimuli were presented, with randomly distributed gaps. For each stimulus, the subject was instructed to report if he/she had detected one or two tones; that is, identified the presence of a gap (interval). The normality criterion was the average gap below 10 ms.

For electrophysiological evaluation, the two-channel equipment (Smart EP USB Jr Intelligent Hearing Systems [his]), insert earphones (ER-3A), abrasive paste, electrolytic paste, microporous tape, and silver electrodes were used. The auditory evoked potentials were obtained in an acoustically and electrically treated room, with the subject accommodated comfortably in a reclining chair. After cleaning the skin with abrasive paste, the electrodes were fixed with adhesive tape and arranged in the 10–20 system on the vertex (Cz), earlobes (A1 left and A2 right), and on the forehead (the ground, Fpz). The impedance of the electrodes was then checked, so that the values were equal to or less than 5 kΩ.

To capture the LLAEP, the tone-burst stimuli was used, presented binaurally at 70 dB HL, in the frequencies of 1000 Hz (frequent stimulus that represented 80% of the stimuli) and 2000 Hz (rare stimulus that represented 20% of the stimuli), with a total of 300 stimuli, with 1.1 second presentation rate, with alternating polarity, filters at 1–30 Hz, and a 600 ms window. N1, N2, and P2 components were analyzed in the trace of frequent stimulus, while P3 was analyzed in the trace resulting from the subtraction of frequent stimulus by the rare stimulus. The normal range for each component is\[^{14}\]: N1, 80–150 ms; P2, 145–180 ms; N2, 180–250 ms; 17–20 years of age, 225–365 ms; and 30–50 years of age, 290–380 ms.

For statistical analysis, Mann–Whitney tests (for DPT), Friedman test (for RGDT), and nonparametric analysis of variance with repeated measures (for LLAEP) were used to determine whether there were differences between the groups (GDS and GNS). A significance level of 5% was adopted, and tests with statistically significant results were highlighted with an asterisk (*).

**Results**

Forty-one subjects, aged 18–46 years, of both sexes, were divided into two groups: group of stutterers (GS), consisting of 20 subjects with mild to moderate stuttering, nine females and 11 males, and group of non-stutterers (GNS), consisting of 21 non-stuttering individuals, ten females and 11 males. The mean age for both groups was 30 years.

The Mann–Whitney test was used for DPT and the Friedman test, for RGDT.

The statistical analysis technique used was nonparametric analysis of variance with repeated measures.

In the assessment of temporal processing (Table 1), statistically significant differences were found in the results of the DPT and RGDT between the GS and the GNS, with the GS presenting the lower percentage of correct answers in DPT and higher values in gap detection compared to the GNS, the values of both DPT and RGDT were abnormal in the GS and normal in the GNS.

In the evaluation of LLAEP (Table 2), there were no differences between the latency values in both groups for N1 and P2 components. A difference was observed only between the right and left ears for both groups in the N1 component, with the right ear presenting lower latency than the left ear for this component. As for the N2 and P3 components, it was found that GS latencies were greater than in GNS. There were no significant differences between the latencies of the right and left ears in both groups.

**Discussion**

The present study assessed the behavioral aspects of auditory temporal processing tests and the capture of electrophysiological potential that are related to attention, discrimination, and auditory memory, and found a discrepancy in individuals who stutter when compared with non-stutterers.

In DPT and RGDT tests, there was underperformance in GS compared to GNS (Table 1), demonstrating that individuals who stutter have difficulty discriminating sound patterns in relation to their duration, and also with respect to inter-stimulus intervals. The same findings were described by Blood, Andrade and Schochat, Andrade et al., and Schiefer and Arcuri, who compared stutterers and non-stutterers and found that stuttering is related to changes in the temporal aspects of sound processing.
The GS had statistically significantly higher RGDT thresholds when compared with the GNS. The auditory skill evaluated in this test is associated with the recognition of speech sounds, changes in duration, gaps, and rate of syllables. These aspects are important for the auditory feedback; a study with computer model that reproduced stuttering found a delayed auditory feedback in this model. There is no agreement in the literature regarding the temporal resolution of individuals who stutter. Gonçalves and Arcuri found no differences between stutterers and non-stutterers when applying such tests in their samples, but Andrade found responses similar to the present study, showing the relationship between the temporal processing and the manifestation of stuttering in this population. The fact that there is no agreement on its association can be justified by previous studies that were conducted with a non-homogeneous sample on the degree of stuttering severity, education, and age. It is known that such factors affect the results of auditory processing tests. The temporal imprecision in speech perception, as well as the change in auditory feedback may contribute to the moments of dysfluenzy, explaining the low performance of GS in DPT and RGDT tests in this study.

As for LLAEP, there were significant differences in N2 and P3 latencies for both the right and left ears; the GS presented the longer latency (Table 2). Some authors found no P300 differences compared to stutterers and non-stutterers. In more recent studies, more altered results were observed in stutterers. Nevertheless, it can be hypothesized that stutterers require more time to elicit this component, affecting the speed of the auditory processing of sound response, which also explain the high rate of change in the tests evaluating the temporal processing skill applied in this study.

In the present study, although significant differences in LLAEP latency were observed, they represented no change in this potential. Unlike behavioral tests, these data can be explained by the fact that the normal range for LLAEP latency is quite wide and the components generating sites are diffused in the central auditory system; thus, it was observed that the auditory processing behavioral tests were more sensitive for this population.

Although the findings were relevant, this study was performed with a small sample in which the majority of stutterers had a mild degree of the condition. Therefore, more studies evaluating the temporal processing in stutterers should be performed, involving other temporal processing tests with larger and more homogeneous populations regarding the severity of stuttering, so that the findings can be generalized to the entire population of stutterers.

### Table 1: Descriptive measures of the DPT (%) and RGDT (ms) responses in the GNS and GS groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>p-Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DPT (%)</td>
<td>GNS</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>89.2</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>0.009a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GS</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>74.8</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RGDT (ms)</td>
<td>GNS</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.012a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GS</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10.4</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DPT, Duration Pattern Test; RGDT, Random Gap Detection Test; N, sample size; GNS, group of non-stutterers; GS, group of stutterers.

* Statistically significant.

### Table 2: Descriptive measures of the N1, P2, N2, and P3 latencies (ms) in the GNS and GS groups per ear.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wave</th>
<th>Ear</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
<th>p-Value between groups</th>
<th>p-Value between ears</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N1</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>GNS</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>99.7</td>
<td>8.8</td>
<td>0.376</td>
<td>0.006a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GS</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>96.2</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>GNS</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>99.9</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>0.376</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GS</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>99.7</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>GNS</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>174.1</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td>0.650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GS</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>167.7</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>GNS</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>169.0</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>0.902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GS</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>172.0</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N2</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>GNS</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>221.2</td>
<td>39.9</td>
<td>0.003a</td>
<td>0.526</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GS</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>245.5</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>GNS</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>214.7</td>
<td>40.1</td>
<td>0.003a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GS</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>247.0</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Right</td>
<td>GNS</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>293.7</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>0.006a</td>
<td>0.438</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GS</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>328.7</td>
<td>56.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Left</td>
<td>GNS</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>289.0</td>
<td>30.4</td>
<td>0.006a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GS</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>332.7</td>
<td>61.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N, sample size; GNS, group of non-stutterers; GS, group of stutterers.

* Statistically significant.
Despite these limitations, greater knowledge of hearing disabilities in the population of stutters contributes to a better treatment planning and possible intervention, which may include acoustically controlled auditory training, aiming for an improvement in hearing that may lead to an improvement in speech fluency.

Conclusion

Individuals who stutter presented poorer than expected results in the behavioral tests that assess temporal processing, as well as longer latencies in long-latency auditory evoked potential.
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